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WebDAIS Project
X
X
X

Initiated in January 2001
Building on and leveraging the DDI, and the
DDMS/DAIS and NESSTAR technologies
Strategic approach:
X

Don’t create competing servers - let’s consolidate
and strengthen the DDI standard to promote
wider buy-in, especially by data producers and
the official statistics community
X

X
X

The field of dreams - all data created to standards, fully
integrated and immediately accessible. The ‘data web’.

Capture and build on Europe’s $5M (Can.)
investment
Produce immediate results and payoffs for end
users

Outline
X
X

Why a standards-based approach
From data graveyards to knowledge
greenhouses
X

X

Goal of the WebDAIS Project
X

X
X
X
X

knowledge is what it’s all about
distributed capture and access

NESSTAR - Open information space enabled
by DDI
Key thrusts for WebDAIS/NESSTAR
What WebDAIS will look like
Everyone can build on and use - support the
standards and join in!.

Why a standards-based
approach
X Metadata standards
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Make data immediately accessible in many formats
and processing packages
Make data portable and exchangeable
Enable rapid access for decision support
Eliminate duplication of effort in documenting
data for end user access
Enable users and support personnel to focus on
data needs, substance and knowledge, not
technical issues
Enable comparability, analytical integration across
data sets, stovepipes and jurisdictions
Knowledge creation - the black gold of the new
information age.
The way to sell data archiving,
archiving preservation,
preservation

Data Graveyards to
Greenhouses
X

X
X

X

If you want to sell data (.. archiving,
preservation, documentation, sharing, national
archives and funding, …) relate it to knowledge.
No one cares about data in its own right.
Knowledge is what it is all about.
In fact, it can be argued that even knowledge
has little value until it is used to make a
decision that enhances economic wealth or
personal well being
The DAIS functional model is based on a
model of how knowledge is acquired and
used to make ‘evidence based decisions’
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Metadata Standards (DDI)
enable full implementation of
the Knowledge Acquisition
Pyramid

Desktop access, with rapid movement in all
directions through the pyramid
X

Horizontal integration across resources from
many different organizations, jurisdictions,
producers
X
X
X
X

X

Searches for variables across data sets.
Group comparable variables, measures, concepts
Create time series, indicators, comparative analyses
Automated table and chart packages

Vertical integration of data, information,
knowledge
X

X

Drill-up from a variable to the analyses, research reports,
tables in which it is used
Drill-down from research reports and tables to the

Metadata Standards (DDI)
enable full implementation of
the Knowledge Acquisition
Pyramid
X Well demonstrated by Health Canada’s DDMS
and DAIS systems
X

DDMS - system for entering, editing, importing and
exporting metadata in a standardized format
X

X

Used from the mid ‘80’s to prepare and deliver
standardized machine readable and hardcopy codebooks .
Users have included the Canadian General Social Survey
(GSS), Census, post censal survey programs, Canadian
Association of Research Libraries and private sector
polling firms.

DAIS - end user client for providing integrated
access to microdata and associated tables and
reports
X

X

A standard tool on all 7,000 desktops in Health Canada

But … DDMS/DAIS are Health Canada only -

Goal of the WebDAIS Project

X

To create a distributed version of
DDMS/DAIS that will work across many
autonomous local servers to better serve
Health Canada and its partners at all levels
of the health system.
X

‘Thousands of decisions are made throughout
the health sector every day. Our goal is to
ensure that they are made on the basis of the
best available evidence.’ - Denis Gauthier,
ADM Health Canada
X

X

X

Relevant data, information and knowledge are
created everywhere
Challenge is to capture and deliver them, when and
where created or needed.

Need a highly distributed approach, with lot’s
of local autonomy for dealing with ownership,
access sharing/control issues Security

DAIS and NESSTAR - Points of
departure
X

DAIS might be described as a closed, well-defined and
centralised information space. All the resources are stored on
one server and handled by a single publishing authority. This
makes it possible to provide a complete and detailed resource
catalogue (browse-list) and to keep this map updated whenever
new resources are added to the system

X

NESSTAR on the other hand is designed and implemented
for the Internet. It is designed to support an unlimited and fully
distributed information space where no single publishing
authority has a complete overview of available resources.

NESSTAR - An open
information space based on
DDI
X
X
X

X

Works on basis of the dataset as an object
Background in the distributed catalogue
Finds and delivers a dataset with
accompanying metadata for immediate
browsing and downlaoding
Facilitates creation of flexible hyperlinked
information space

...ways of navigating an
information space
X

Searching: using terms, keywords and conditions to locate
resources, either by searching the content of the resources
directly or more indirectly by searching their corresponding
metadata (Google style)

X

Browsing: finding and navigating resources through
catalogues, lists, directories etc. (Yahoo style)

X

Linking: jumping from one resource to the next through
embedded hyperlinks (Web-style). Although catalogues or
directories usually will be driven by hyperlinks, there is a basic
difference between the top down view of a browse-list and the
network view of a hyperlinked information space.

Private bookmarks in NESSTAR

...the nesstar bookmark/hyperlink
system
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WebDAIS Project - capture the
best of both systems
X

NESSTAR brings:
X
X
X
X
X

X

Distributed server model built with RDF
Fully indexed text searching across multiple servers
High speed statistical engine
Flexible Java client
Powerful bookmark ‘language’

DDMS/DAIS brings:
X
X
X
X

X

Significant experience in metadata creation (‘publishing’) at source
Know-how in delivering to end-users in public sector environment
Integrated tables and knowledge products
Cross data set ‘codebooks’ (groups) for creating time-series,
comparative analyses, automated report generation capabilities
Relational data base technologies

WebDAIS - What it will look
like
X

X

X

X

Single window of access for all information
objects - data, information, knowledge
products
Shared across many local servers,
organizations, jurisdictions, access and
control policies, laws and practices ….
‘information spaces’
Integrated across information objects (drillup/drill-down) and across information spaces,
(drill sideways) ie. through data, information
knowledge and across organizations,
jurisdictions, archives, users, producers …
Let users choose and work at the level of the

Some Key Thrusts and Issues
X
X
X
X
X

X

Metadata publishing - the DDMS
replacement
Take up by health partners and data
producers
Integration of DDI with ISO 11179
Tables DTD and aggregate data
methodology.
The virtual information space - common
browse lists and views across servers and
organizations
Security
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Everyone can use
X

X
X
X
X

Health Canada doesn’t have a mandate to
disseminate and support the technology for
other users, but our partners in the project
will have the rights to do so.
Built upon international standards
The critical issue is creating the metadata - the
new data publisher will be key
Designed for widespread distribution and
integration
Support the standards and join in!!

